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Statement of the Case.

This was an action for damages for the wrongful

taking of ore from the extralateral segment of a

vein owned by defendant in error, the plaintiff*

below. There were two main issues involved in the

verdict of the jury:

1. The question of title to the segment of vein

embracing the ore body where the trespass had been

committed.

2. The value of the ore extracted by defendant.

* In this brief the respective parties will be referred to by their
designation below.



Opposing counsel agree with us on this.

(See pp. 30-31 and 27 of Brief for Plaintiff

in Error.)

This was the court's view also, for the court said:

"There were two issues before the jury in the

former trial; one was the question of the title

to the vein, and the other was the question as

to the amount of damages."

(Transcript p. 100.)

The case was tried before a jury commencing

October 9th, 1917, and was concluded October 31st,

3917, involving the presentation, at great expense

to both parties, of evidence illustrated by maps,

models, photographs and other exhibits which are

essential for the proper understanding of a tech-

nical case of this character.

The issues of fact that were presented by the

pleadings were: (1) The ownership of the Sixteen

to One lode mining claim by plaintiff below; (2)

the existence mthin the Sixteen to One mining

claim of the apex of a vein crossing the southerly

end line of said claim and having sufficient exten-

sion northerly within the claim to cover the ore

body where the trespass had been committed; (3)

the identity of this vein apex with the vein in

depth which embraced the ore body in question.

[It is to be noted that the ore body where the

trespass was committed was not situated vertically

beneath the surface of am^ of defendant's mining

claims, as opposing counsel erroneously state in

their brief (p. 27), but this ore body was beneath



the surface of a claim owned by a stranger to the

action.]

The detcrniination of these three issues of fact in

favor of the plaintiff would necessarily result in a

determination in plaintiff's favor of one of the two

main issues, to wit: plaintiff's ow^nersbip or right

of possession of the ore body in dispute.

Plaintiff's ownership of the Sixteen to One claim

was conceded and practically the entire trial was

devoted to a presentation pro and con of testimony

directed to the two remaining issues of fact, viz.:

(a) The position of the apex of the vein and

(b) The identity and continuity of the vein in

depth.

What little testimony was introduced on the ques-

tion of value of ore extracted by defendant and the

cost of mining and milling the same was in the form

of statements introduced by the parties and unques-

tioned as far as the facts therein contained were

concerned.

The court instructed the jury with great care on

every feature of the case. No exceptions w^re taken

to the introduction of evidence by either side and

defendant took no exception to any of the instruc-

tions of the court to the jury.

The jury returned the following verdict:

''We, the jury find in favor of the plaintiff,

and assess the damages against the defendant
in the sum of $100,000.00, less the cost of ex-

traction of the ore on account of unwilful tres-

pass."



As \vc shall hereinafter point out, the geiieral

finding of the jury '4n favor of the plaintiff" was

equivalent to a finding in plaintiff's favor on i^ach

and all of the issues of fact involved. In other

words, the jury of necessity, found the main issue

of ownership of the vein embracing the ore body

in dispute, in plaintiff's favor. The only other

issue, viz: the amount of damage recoverable by

plaintiff, was left in a measure uncertain because

of the jury's failure to find the exact amount of

*'the cost of extraction of the ore" so that it might

be deducted from the $100,000.00. Counsel for

plaintiff contended at that time that there was suf-

ficient data before the court to justify it in carry-

ing out the jury's manifest intention and that to

ascertain the admitted amount of costs from the

testimony and deduct this amount from $100,000.00

only involved a "mathematical calculation". Auth-

orities in support of this view were cited, but the

court ruled otherwise granting the new trial, "for

the sole and only purpose of assessing the amount

of recovery".

After nearly a year had elapsed since the first

trial, due to the absence of Judge Rudkin from the

judicial district, the cause was set for a new trial

on this one issue and a new jury selected. Defend-

ant conceded that plaintiff could prove that the

value of the ore taken out was $121,000 and the

expense and cost which defendant was entitled to

deduct was $61,000, leaving a net balance of $60,000

(Supp. 101-103 Transcript). Thereupon, the jury



fouiul in favor of plaintiff and assessed the damages

at $60,000 and judgment for said amomit was en-

tered accordingly.

Argument.

Defendant is endeavoring after more than three

years of constant litigation and by resort to every

technical objection conceivable, to overturn a just

verdict. The record shows that the case was tried

with more than ordinary care and as evidenced by

the entire absence of exceptions by either party to

introduction of evidence or instructions of the court

to the jury, that each party to the controversy was

eminently satisfied that the case had been tried

fairly and completely. The jury w^ere convinced

that the vein in controversy belonged to plaintiff

and no matter how defendant may befog this plain

issue, it was decided unanimously in plaintiff's

favor. It remains an outstanding, common sense

conclusion that there was no doubt as to the verdict

intended on this fundamental issue. Merely because

the jury failed to determine by exact calculation

the amount of damage due plaintiff, shall this con-

clusion of the jury be entirely set aside, all this

enormous labor and expense of trial go for naught

and shall plaintiff be relegated to the same position

it occupied three years ago and more when it com-

menced this litigation to endeavor to recover what

Avas justly due it from defendant? We are con-

fident that legal processes are not so antiquated and



devoid of rational application as to inflict such a

serious and unjust hardship upon a litigant occupy-

ing the position that defei-dant in error occupies

here and we are supported in this conclusion by the

followino- convincing authority.

A GENERAL VERDICT IN PLAINTIFF'S FAVOR IS EQUIVALENT

TO A FINDING IN ITS FAVOR ON ALL MATERIAL ISSUES OF

FACT.

The first jury returned a verdict '4n favor of the

plaintiff". A finding of this character is equivalent

to a finding in favor of plaintiff of every material

issue raised by the pleadings. No special verdict

was requested by defendant and, therefore, no error

can be predicated upon a failure of the jury to find

on any particular questions in issue. These proposi-

tions are elementary and are supported by the fol-

lowing authority:

"The verdict w^as 'for the defendant'. This
is equivalent to a special finding in favor of

the defendant upon each and every one of the

issues tried, and authorizes any judgment that

could be entered on such a finding."

Floiirnoy v. Lastrapes, 131 U. S. clxi, clxii.

"A general verdict imports a finding in favor
of the prevailing party on every material
issue.''

Pigeon v. Fuller, 156 Cal. 691, 700.

" * * * A general verdict implies a finding

in favor of the prevailing part}^ of every fact

* The italics in this brief are ours.



essential to the support of his action or de-

fense." * * *

Plyer v. Pacific Cement Co., 152 Cal. 125, 130.

''All presumptions are in favor of the gen-

eral verdict for the plaintiff, which determines
all issues in his favor." * * *

Peterson v. California Cotton Mills Co., 20

Cal. App. 751, 763.

"As the case is presented by the record,

(verdict in favor of plaintiffs for $500) this

court is bound to assume that the verdict has
affirmed every averment of the complaint es-

sential to a recovery."

Reardon v. San Francisco, 66 Cal. 492, 494.

*'A general verdict found for the plaintiff, in

a case of this character, imports a finding in his

favor upon all the allegations of the complaint

material to his recovery in the action.'

'

Merritt v. Wilcox, 52 Cal. 238, 242.

In Johnson v. Visher, 96 Cal. 310, 312-313, the

jury returned a verdict ''for the plaintiff" and for

a certain sum of money. This was construed to be

a general verdict and as such

"it determines that plaintiff was the o^vner of

the demanded premises, and that defendant
wrongfully withheld the possession. * * * "

These decisions by the Supreme Court of the

United States and of the State of California quite

definitely settle the proposition that when the jury

returned a verdict in this case "in favor of the

plaintiff", this was equivalent to a finding on their

part of every material issue in plaintiff's favor.
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They tlioreby necessarily determined tliat plaintiff

owned enough of the apex of the vein to cover the

ore body in depth where the trespass occurred and

also that it was the same identical vein throughout.

The only feature they failed to cover explicitly was

the amount to be deducted for costs of extraction of

the ore. Their intention was clear that plaintiff

was the ow^ner of the ore body in dispute and en-

titled to recover for defendant's trespass. As the

trial court said in its opinion

:

''There was no uncertaint}^ in the verdict in

so far as the jury found for the plaintiff thus
establishing its title to the vein and its right to

damages." * * * (Transcript p. 62.)

Opposing counsel cite and comment on numerous

authorities holding that w^here a verdict fails to

find in explicit terms the amount of the damages

suffered by plaintiff that the verdict will not sup-

port a valid judgment. We concede that, as a gen-

eral proposition, this is good law, but the verdict

under such circumstances is not void, if the defect

can be supplied. Practically all of the cases cited

by opposing counsel were cases where the parties

had appealed from the judgment based on the in-

complete verdict. They did not involve a situation

like that presented by the case at bar where the

error in the first verdict was corrected by appro-

priate proceedings. One of the ways of supjDtying

this deficiency is by resort to the record, or the

evidence even, to determine by "mathematical cal-

culation" what the correct amount should be. If

this can be ascertained beyond any possibility of



question as, for example, where the amount has

been stipuUited or admitted in the pleadings, then

the court may properly insert the correct amount.

Redmond v. Weisman, 77 Cal. 423, 427

;

Parks V. Turner, 12 Howard 45

;

HodgUns v. Mead, 23 N. E. 561 (N. Y. Ap-

peals)
;

Yakima Nat. Bk. v. Knipe, (Wash.) 33 Pac.

835;

New Orleans v. Schneider, 60 Fed. 210, 212;

Hansen v. Boyd, 161 U. S. 397, 411

;

Clark V. Sidway, 142 U. S. 682

;

Koon V. Phoenix Mutual Life Ins. Co., 104

U. S. 106.

(We are of the opinion that this might appro-

priately have been done in the case at bar, but the

trial court differed wdth us, as we have previously

noted.) It is clear then that a verdict is not void

merely because it fails to assess the exact amount

of damages, if this amount can be accurately sup-

plied from another source and if the intention of

the jury on the question of liability is unques-

tionable.

Another method of supphdng the deficiency is to

have another jury assess the amount of damage and,

from a common sense standpoint, no injury can

possibly result to defendant where its liability has

once been clearly determined after a fair trial. This

is particularly true in the case at bar where, as a

matter of fact, after a second jury had been im-

panelled, the parties agreed as between themselves
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and fixed without controversy the exact amount of

damages recoverable. (See Transcript pp. 101-103.)

There was no element of uncertainty, no possibility

of a sum greater or less being fixed by a jury, for

the amount was definitely ascertainable and actually

admitted by the defendaiit to be the proper amount

of recovery in the event that it were liable. Where

has defendant been injured, under such circum-

stances ? In w4iat respect can it be said that a fair

trial has not been accorded defendant?

Opposing counsel urge that there should be a

distinction made between a verdict which assesses

an amount erroneously and one which does not

contain all the elements from which the exact

amount can be exactly ascertained. The distinc-

tion is ultra technical. It violates our ideas of

common sense to say that where a jury has erro-

neously included damages which are not properly

included in the verdict that there may be a retrial

limited to the sole issue of damages and yet where

the jury has clearly indicated as in the case at bar

that there should be a simple subtraction from the

amount specified by them that there is a total mis-

trial which camiot be remedied in the same rational

manner.

THE COURT BELOW HAD THE POWER TO MAKE THE ORDER
IN QUESTION AND CONFINE THE NEW TRIAL TO THE ONE
ISSUE.

There is no question but that the court below had

jurisdiction of the motion for a new trial. It also
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liticl the ijower to dispose of the motion as it did

and grant a new trial on the one issue of the

amount of damages which was the only issue which

was left in doubt by the verdict of the jury. It is

uncontrovertible that the jury in this case, by its

luianimous verdict, determined that the plaintiff

below was the owner of the vein in controversy and

entitled to damages. As the trial court in its opin-

ion so positively states:

''There was no uncertainty in the verdict in

so far as the jury found for the plaintiff thus
establishing its title to the vein and its right to

damages. I see no reason why that issue should
be submitted to another jury with little likeli-

hood that a different result would be obtained.

The powers of a court to grant a new trial as to

a single issue in a case is w^ell settled in the

State of California and in the Federal Courts.

(Citii^g cases.)

This case, in my opinion, peculiarly calls for
the exercise of the discretion of the court in

atvarding a new trial as to the single issue only.

It was through a mere inadvertence on the part

of the jury that the case was not finally and
forever disposed of at the last trial" (Tran-
script pp. 62-63).

It is an almost universal rule that it is within

the powder of the trial court, where there is more

than one issue of fact in a case, and such issues are

distinct and separable in their nature, to order a

new trial of one issue and refuse it as to others.

The following are a few of the cases which support

this salutary rule:

"Now, as to the propriety of modifjdng the

general order and limiting the scope of the new
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trial : It is not an imusual thing to order a new
trial upon a particular branch of a controversy.

It often happens, where a defeated party is

aggrieved by the phase of a trial which had to

do with the damages, that the verdict is set

aside in that respect and a netv trial ordered
upon file qiieMion of damages only; and it

sometimes happens, where the grievance has
reference to the primary right—that of recov-

ery—and where there is no substantial contro-

versy as to the question of damages, if the right

of recovery is established, that the verdict is set

aside upon the question of right of recovery
only, and the scope of the trial limited accord-

ingly. The question as to what should be done
in a given case under a motion for a new trial,

in whole or in part, is always largely a question

of discretion. The practice of not going over
imnecessary grounds w^hich at the end of the

first trial and the verdict are found not to in-

volve substantial dispute, aixl trying again
questions that are not in substantial contro-

versy through the instrumentality of a new
trial, granted in the exercise of discretion, is a

salutary one, and the authorities and the text-

books sufficientlv sustain, it. The case in this

circuit of Farrer v. Wheeler, 145 Fed. 482-490,

75 C. C. A. 386, is among the more recent

cases.
^'

The court also said:

"The reasonableness of the limitation of the

scope of the new trial to questions relating to

title, though prohahly not reviewable here, is

made obvious by reference to the motions," etc.

Calaf V. Fernmidez, (1st C. C. A.) 239 Fed.

795, 796, 797, 798-799.

''This is an action of tort for personal inju-

ries, in which the judgment below was in favor

of the plaintiff on a verdict of a jury. Tlie suit
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was brought by a minor for an injury to him-
self, and, in assessing damages, the jury were
permitted to allow him for loss of time, serv-
ices, and earning capacity during his minority,
in addition to what might be assessed for his
physical sufferings. The only error was in
allowing damages for loss of times, services,
and earning capacity during his minority. In
all other respects the proceedings at the trial

were found to be correct. We held that the
case should go back for a netv trial on the issue

of damages alone, and judgment w^as entered
accordingly" * * *

''As the element of damages as to ivhich the
error in tJie trial occurred was only an inci-
dental one, easily distingiiished from every-
thing else in the record, and as no complaint
was made that the trial on the main issue was
otherwise than just and lawful, we are not
called on to require the parties in this litiga-

tion to travel again, at what may be great ex-
pense and labor, a long path on account of a
misdirection with reference to a short one,
which misdirection may prove to be, after all,

of very little practical consequence."

Farrar v. Wheeler, (1st C. C. A.) 145 Fed.

482, 488-489.

u * * * The right of a party to move for
a new trial upon a single issue is well estab-
lished (San Diego Land Co. v. Xeale, 78 Cal.

63) ; and if the motion be made for a new trial
as to the entire action, the court may grant it

in part and deny it in part, leaving its former
determination upon a portion of the issues to
remain. This court has frequently remanded
a cause with directions to the trial court to
find upon a single issue, leaving the other find-
ings to remain as a part of the record (cases
cited). The trial court has the same right in
this respect before an appeal as this court has
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after an appeal, to limit the seope of a new
trial, and the affii'mance of this court of such

order establishes the correctness of the order

made in the individual case".

Duff V. Duff, 101. Cal. 1, 4-5.

"The defendants make a preliminary objec-

tion that a party cannot move for a new trial

as to a part of the issues. So far as vi^e are
"advised, this precise question has not been de-

cided in this State. But upon principle, and
according to the analogies of existing rules,

we think that the objection is not vrell taken.

There is nothing in the Code either expressly
forbidding or expressly authorizing such a
course. The implication from the language,
however, tends to sanction it. The defini-

tion of a new trial is as follows: 'A new trial

is a re-examination of a^i issue of fact in the

same court, after a trial and decision by a jury
or court or referee.' (Code of Civil Proce-
dure, Sec. 656.)

"

San Diego Land etc. Co. v. NealCy 78 Cal.

53, 64.

"It is within the power of the trial court,

where there is more than one issue of fact in a
rase and such issues are distinct and separable
in their nature, to order a new trial of one
issue and refuse it as to the others. (San Diego
T.. S: T. Co. V. Meale, 78 Cal. 64: Duff v. Duff,
101 Cal. 1 ; Mountain etc Co. v. Bryan, 111 Cal.

38.) These cases declare also that when such
new trial is granted, it opens for examination
only the issue upon which it is ordered, that
the determination of the other issues remain
in the record and that they cannot be retried."

Estate of Everts, 163 Cal. 449, 452.

Also see

Fhjnn v. Mowry, 131 Cal. 481, 488.
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"A nv\y ti'ial must accordingly bo ordci'ed as

to the 'Manhattan' claim and the 'Dead Horse
Mining Ditch.' Wc sec no reason, however,
why such now trial should not be limited to the

issues raised as to these properties. Under
our practice a pai'ty may move for a new trial

as to a part of the issues. (San Diego Land &
Town Co. V. Neale, 78 Cal. 63.) If the motion
be for a new trial as to the entire action, the

court may grant it in part and deny it in part,

leaving its former determination upon a por-

tion of the issues to remain. (Duff v. Duff, 101

Cal. 1.) It has long been settled that upon an
appeal from the judgment an appellate court
may order a new trial as to a part of the issues,

leaving the decision in force as to the remain-
der (cases cited). The reasoning upon which
these cases went is equally applicable to an
appeal from an order denying a new trial.

Where the issues are entirely separate, and a
new trial was properly denied as to some, and
erroneously as to others, the order should be
reversed only so far as may be necessary to

correct the error in the order. As we have
seen, there was no error in denying a new trial

as to the three Weskes, and it vrould be impos-
ing a useless burden and expense upon the
parties to require the issues affecting these

claims, which have once he<^n properly adjudi-
cated, to be again reopened for litigation."

Bohinson v. Muir, 151 Cal. 118, 125.

"These authorities and many others illustrate

the general principle that when an error has
happened in a trial, the party prejudiced by it

has a risrht to a correction of the error, but lias

not a right to a neiv trial if the error cmi he
otherwise corrected; and when it can he cor-

rected only hji a new trial, it is still the correc-

tion of the error, and not the new trial, to which
he is primariljf entitled. The correction of the
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error is the end; the new trial is a means.
There is no general rule that when there has
been an error in a trial, the party prejudiced

by it has a legal right to a new trial. He has
a legal right to a cure of the error, but not to

his choice of the remedies. If a new trial is

necessary, he receives it, not because it is a
general right, but because it happens, in a par-

ticular case, to be the only available remedy.
When the erroneous part of a case is cured, the

general principles of our jurisprudence do not
require the application of the remedy to other
parts of the case tvhich do not need it. When
the remedy goes far enough to cure the error,

the legal right of the complaining party to

redress is satisfied and exhausted, for his legal

right is merely to have the error corrected.

That is an elementary principle too well settled

to be questioned. * * *

It is claimed by the defendant in this case,

that limiting a new trial to a single point is an
exercise of arbitrary power under the name of
judicial discretion. This claim is based on the

proposition that when there has been a mistrial,

there is a legal right to a new trial; and that

proposition, as we have seen, is unsound. The
defendant has a legal right to nothing more
than a correction of the error of the former
trial. It happens in this case that the error

cannot be corrected without a new trial. There-
fore, indirectly, secondarily, and consequently,

the defendant has a legal right to nothing more
than a netv trial that tvill correct the error, the

correction of which is all the defendant is en-

titled to; and such a new trial is of that part

of the case only tvhich contains the error. In
granting a new trial of that part of the case,

the defendant's right is not limited, but is

maintained in its vddest and fullest extent.

Nor is the new trial limited; it does not first

exist as a new trial of all the questions involved

in the case; it is originally a new trial of one
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question, and it continues to be, without limita-

tion, what it is at first. The plaintiff cannot
complain that in this action, bi'ought by the
plaintiff" as a remedy, other actions are not
tried; and in a new trial of a question, granted
to the defendant as a remedy for an error in

the former trial of that question, the defend-
ant cannot complain that other questions are
not tried; there is no restriction, but, on the

contrary, there is in each of these instances an
ample and complete enjo^nment of an adequate
remedy. But // a netv trial ivere granted to the

defendayit, of questions tvhicJi have heen cor-

rectly tried and rightfully decided, that would
he an exercise of arbitrary poiver of ivhich the

plaintiff and the public tvould have reason to

complain. Such an unnecessary new trial w^ould

be an unnecessary experse and burden to the

plaintiff and the public. And if public rights

are to be disregarded, and the rights of the par-
ties alone are considered, it must be remem-
bered that the party tvho has obtained a verdict

has rights as tvell as the other party. Upon
general principles, the plaintiff in this case has
as clear a right to the verdict upon the ques-

tions that tuere rightly tried, as the defendant
has to a new trial of the question that was
tvrongly tried. And when the defendant asks
the court to deprive the plaintiff of the ground
fairly and legally won, and to put the plaintiff

to another expensive, laborious, and vexatious
campaign to recover the same ground a second
time, it is for the defendant to show how such
an extraordinary, unjust, and unconscionable
demand can be sustained."

Lisbon v. Lyman, 49 N. H. 553.

"In Rushing v. Seaboard Air Line R. Co.,

149 N. C. 518, 62 S. E. 890, the court said that

it was the almost uniform practice in that
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coil it, ill its discrotioi), if it clearly appeared
that the matter involved was entirely distinct

and separate from the matters involved in the

other issues, and that the new trial could be had
without danger of complications with other
matters, to restrict the new trial to the issue or
issues affected by the error."

'^The practice has prevailed for many years
in this court of awarding a new trial upon a
single point where the error committed in the
trial court was of a kind which could be read-
ily separated from the general issues, and ap-
plied without injustice to one matter. * * *

(After reviewing the cases.) ''This review of

our cases demonstrates that this court continu-
ously from early times has exercised the power
of narrowing a new trial to specific points in

cases where the error committed at the trial

was so limited in character as with ji^^stice to

both parties to be separable from the other
issues determined by the first verdict. It has
done this as a part of its inherent judicial au-
thority, and not under any statute. It has ex-

ercised the power in a great variety of cases

touching divers kinds of issues involved in gen-

eral verdicts. The guiding principle is, that,

although a verdict ought not to stand which is

tainted with illegality, there ought to he hut one

fair trial upon any issue, and that parties ought
not to be compelled to try anew a question once

disposed of by a decision against which no ille-

gality can be shown. Thus the parties and the

commonwealth have been saved the expense,

annoyance and delay or a retrial of issues oi^-ce

settled by a trial as to which no reversible error

appears. Most of these cases show action by
this court as an appellate tribunal whose .juris-

diction in this regard is broad. But they show
also that in reason where a verdict is set aside

for any cause for which it may be bv a trial

court, the new trial may be limited in range.
* * * If it (the trial cornet) is convinced upon a
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review of the whole case thai the jury have
settled the issue of liability fairly and upon suf-
ficient evidence, so that dissociated from other
questions it ought to stand as the final adjudi-
cation of the rights of the parties, and that
there ha^s been such gross error in the determin-
ation of damages as requires the setting aside of
the verdict, that court Juts the potver to do so,

and confine a 7iew trial to damages alone/' * * *

"The great weight of authority in this country
supports the conclusion we have reached."

Simmons v. Fish, 210 Mass. 563; 97 N. E. 102,

p. 105, cases cited.

'^Since the sole error found upon the record
is one touching the question of damages only,
the question arises whether a new trial should
be granted of the whole case, or only of that
part affected by the error. * * * In Davenport
V. Bradley, 4 Conn. 309, the error was confined
to the assessment of damages. It was held that
the judgme^it must be reversed, but that the
reversal will not open the cause below beyond
the exigencies of justice ; that when there exists

an error in the assessment of damages only, it is

entirely incompatible with justice that the pre-
vious proceedings in the cause should be set

aside; that so far as they are legal, they must
be permitted to remain. And the reversal was
so limited. * * * This rule is applicable as well

where thi^ trial was by jury, and it was applied
i^T the following cases: Winn v. Columbian Ins.

Co.. 12 Pick. (Mass.) 279; Boyd v. Bro^vn, 17
Pick. (Mass.) 453; Rvder v. Hathawav, 21
Pick. (Mass.) 298; Kent v. Whitnev, 9 Allen
(Mass.) 62, 85 Am. Dec. 739; Prntt* v. Boston
Heel & Leather Co., 134 Mass. 300; Lisbon v.

Lvman, 49 N. H. 553; Pavne v. Cutler, 13
Wend. (N. Y.) 605; Braunsdorf v. Fellner, 76
Wis. 1, 46 N. W. 97; Jones v. Coffev, 109 N. C.

515, 14 S. E. 84; Smith v. Whittlese.y, 79 Conn.
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189, 63 All. 1085. Many more authorities might
be cited, but it is unnecessary. We think upon
the record that to put the plaintiff to the ex-

pen f^e of a neiv trial of the tvhole case, tvhen all

questions involved have been correctly tried,

and, so far as appears rightly determined, ex-

cept the one question of damages, tvonld he an
injustice to him. And as the defendant's just

ground of complaint is confined accordingly, its

legal right is satisfied by a reversal in effect

limited to that question."

Marshall v. Dalton Paper Mills, 74 Atl. (Vt.),

108, 113.

Chief Justice Shaw of Massachusetts said on this

point

:

u * * * There are many cases so situated,

that it would be highly proper to grant a new
trial as to a particular point, or for the purpose
of correcting a particular error or mistake.

Hutchinson v. Piper, 4 Taunt. 555. This is

analogous to the case of judgment, awards and
other legal proceedings, good in part and bad in

part, where the court will, if the position of the

cause will admit of it, preserve that which is

good, and correct that only which is erroneous."

Wi7in V. Columbian Ins. Co., 12 Pick. 279,

288.

u * * * rpj^g
question then arises, whether the

verdict shall be set aside, and a new trial had
of the whole case; or only as to that part in

which there was error at the former trial. The
issues tried, upon the several objections of the

petitioners, are clearly distinct and separate,

and in no manner dependent upon each other.

The considerations involved and the testimony
appropriate to each are unlike. * * * In exercis-

ing the power to grant new trials, the court

may impose such conditions and limitations as
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it shall deem reasonable and right. When the

quesfions are so clearly separate and distinct

as in this case, it certainly is reasonable that the

new trial should he limited to that in which,

alone there has been error at the previous trial.

Kent V. Whitrey, 9 Allen 62. * * * No practical

difficulty can result from such an acceptance in

part. * * * The new trial should be limited to

the single question whether the petitioners are

properly included in the district to be assessed.
'

'

Patton et al. v. City of Springfield, 99 Mass.

627, 634, 635.

See, also,

Oherheck v. Mayer, 59 Mo. App. 289, 297- 298.

'

' The verdict must therefore be set aside, and
a new trial granted. But as the question of

title has been fully and fairly tried and settled,

there can be no reason for retrying that, and
the new trial must be confined entirely to the

question of damages/'

Ryder v. Hathaway, 21 Pick. (Mass.) 298,

306-7.

^^The error in the case hears only upon the

question of the amount of damages. The ques-

tion of some amount was fairly presented to

the jury by the charge of the court. We see no
reason for a new trial upon this issue. We
accordinglij grant a new trial of the issue of

the amount of damages only. This practice is

ivell recognized.''

Stevens v. Wisconsin Farm Land .Co.,

(Minn.) 145 N. W. 173, 174.

See, also.

Foot V. Merrill 54 N. H. 490, 495.
u * * * ^Yie new trial mav be limited to a
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single point, as to a single issue in the case or

a particular question, without reopening the

whole case, or even, it seems, as to part of the

demand sued for, letting the judgment stand
for the residue. The new trial may be granted
upon any terms which, in the discreti(m of the

court, shall seem requisite to achieve the ends
of justice in the particular case."

Fry V. Stevens, (Va.) 36 S. E. 482, 483.

"In this situation where, after a lengthy and
manifestly expensive trial, a jury has found
defendant liable, and this court has concluded
that, applying the law to defendant's own evi-

dence taken in its most favorable light, after

a full and complete development of the facts of

the injury sued for and the situation of the

parties, that the defendant is liable, as a matter
of law, and that the only error goes to the

amount of the damages; in such situation the

judgment of the trial court holding the defend-
ant liable should be affirmed, and the plaintiif 's

right to recover stand and remain established;

and that the amount of judgment be set aside,

and the cause remanded, and a new trial be had
upon the question of the amomit of the dam-
ages recoverable, and that onl}^ This court
has the power to so direct, in the interest of the

speedy and economical administration of jus-

tice, under the peculiar situation presented
here, and the holding to that effect is confined to

the facts of this ease. There is ample authority
to support this holding. Powell v. Augusta &
Summerville E. R. Co., 77 Ga. 192, 3 S. E. 757,

a case closely in point. In Davenport v. Brad-
ley, 4 Conn. 309, it is said: 'When there exists

an error in the assessment of damages onh^, it

is entirely incompatible with justice, that the

previous proceedings in the cause should be set

aside. So far as they are legal, they must be
permitted to remain. It follows, that the effect
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of the reversal must be limited to the assessment
of damages, and not be suffered by retrospec-
tion to vacate any part of the anterior proceed-
ings, in respect of which there has been, and
can be, no complaint.' Patterson v. Blakeney,
33 Ala. 338; Bovd v. Gilchrist, 15 Ala. 849; Mc-
Connell v. Wall, 67 Tex. 352, 5 S. W. 681;
McKinney et al. v. State ex rel. Nixon, 117 Ind.
26, 19 N. E. 613; 3 Cyc. 457."

Curtis & Garfmde Co. v. Pigg, (Old.) 134

Pac. 1125, 1133.

''The defendant is entitled to a new trial
upon the question of damages but not upon the
question of title."

Foote V. Merrill, 54 N. H. 490, 495.

"The issue of liability was tried without
error, and the plaintiff should not be compelled
to retry that question. The only exception of
the defendant that is sustained relates to dam-
ages, and a new^ trial must be had on that issue
only."

Whitney v. Lynch, (Mass.) 109 N. E. 826, 828.

"The verdict as to the question of liability

should stand and judgment be eventually ren-
dered thereon for the plaintiff*. The assessment
of damages, however, must be set aside, and
damages be assessed anew^ by a jury unaffected
bv any contentioii over the question of liability.

This the court has the power to do. Bovd v.

Brown, 17 Pick. 453 ; Kent v. Whitnev, 9 Allen
62 ; Negus v. Simpson, 99 Mass. 388. * * *

The assessment of damages set aside, and a
new trial ordered for the assessment of dam-
ages only."

McKay v. New England Dredging Co., (Me.)

44 Atl. 614, 615.
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'".1// (Jic other questions having been settled

hy the jury under rulings to which no exception

can he taken, the new trial must be confined to

the assessment of damages alone according to

the rule here given. '

'

Negus v. Simpson, 99 Mass. 388, 395.

"Inasmuch as the instructions on the subject

of damages did not conform to this view of the

liability of the defendants, there must be a new
trial on the question of damages; and for this

purpose only the order is to be."

Haley v. Dorchester Mutual Fire Ins. Co., 12

Gray (Mass.) 545, 553.

"But vv^liether the jury were misled or not by
this remark, or think the damages are excessive,

very far exceeding the value of the vessel, ac-

cording to the weight of the evidence. But this

we do not consider a sufficient reason for setting

aside the verdict and granting a new trial so

as to open the whole merits of the case to future
litigation, which have been once fairly tried,

especially as the verdict may be set aside in

part and a new trial granted with respect to the

assessment of damages only, as was done in the

case of Winn vs. Columbian Ins. Co., 12 Pick.

288; and thus the only error existing may be
corrected without the expense of a new trial on
the merits."

Boyd V. Brotvn, 17 Pick. 453, 461.

u * * * (jij^g question of liability was passed
upon by the jury. The evidence in behalf of

the defendant was not convincing. A verdict
fixing the liability of the defendant was one to

be expected. No other would likely ever result.

There were some irregularities and perhaps
errors in the introduction of evidence but there
was nothing prejudicial. The charge of the
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court was fair. The issue of liabilitij was satis-

factorily determined in favor of the plaintiff

and it ouglit not to he relitigated unless there he
a suhstantial reason for it. The remarks of

counsel found to constitute misconduct could
not have had an appreciable effect upon the

issue of liability. There should not be a retrial

of any question except that of the amount of

damages. Upon that issue the defendant has
not been accorded a fair trial.

The judgment is reversed with directions to

grant a new trial upon the amount of dam-
ages.

'

'

Smith V. Great Northern Rij. Co., (Minn.)

158 N. W. 46, 48.

*'As the only prejudicial error found in the

record, in our judgment, affected only the

amount of the recover}^, the case will be sent

back for a retrial on that question alone. Ken-
nett vs. Tudor, 85 Vt. 190, 81 Atl. 633.

''Judgment affirmed, except as to damages,
but reversed as to those and cause remanded."

Adams v. Cook, (Vt.) 100 Atl. 43, 45.

" * * * As between Norris and the original

plaintiffs, White and Austin, the case will be

remaiided to enable these parties to try the

issue of damages resulting from a breach of the

warranty. '

'

Diffie V. White, (Tex.) 184 S. W. 1065, 1070.

''There must be a new^ trial of the issue as

to damages, and it is restricted to that issue, as

was done in Tillett vs. Railroad, 115 N. C. 662,

20 S. E. 480; Pickett vs. Railroad, 23 S. E. 264;

the error relating only to the damages."

Johnson v. Seaboard Air Line By. Co.,

(N. C.) 79 S. E. 690, 699.
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'* * * * A new trial is granted, therefore,

solely for the purpose of inquiring as to dam-
ages. The case will be remanded to the erid

that the jury may ascertain what is the present

value of intestate's life. Partial new trial."

Pickett V. Bailroad, (N. C.) 23 S. E. 264, 268.

"The right of each plaintiff to a verdict is

settled. But as to the amount of damages in

each case the defendants' exceptions must be

sustained and a new trial must be had upon
that question only."

Stone V. Pentecost, (Mass.) 92 N. E. 1021,

1023.

" * * * The case was not tried with any great

degree of care on this issue (Plaintiffs dam-
age), for the evident reason that defendants
w^ere proceeding on the theory of nonliability.

For this reason, we shall remai^.d the case for

a retrial upon the issues as to the amount of

damages to w^hich plaintiff is entitled. * * * "

Baker v. Incorporated Town of Akron,

(Iowa) 122 N. W. 926, 928.

u * * * ijij^^^
p^j^.^ of ^l^g judgment which

provides for recovery of damage must be re-

versed and the case remanded for new trial on
the question of damages, unless the parties by
agreement fix the amouijt for which judgment
as damages may be entered."

Brunell v. Cook, (Mont.) 34 Pac. 1015, 1016.

Similarly,

Haggerty Bros. v. Lash & Sliauglinessy,

(Mont.) 87 Pac. 907, 908.
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The same rule prevails in England:

*'In Rex V. Mawbey, 6 T. R. 619, 638, (1776)
Lord Chief Justice Kenyon said on the point:

'I think the rule was correctly stated by the
counsel for the defendants, that in granting
new trials, the court know no limitations (ex-
cept in some excepted cases), but they will
either grant or refuse a new trial, as it will
tend to advance justice * * * i have stu-
diously gone out of the way in order to express
my opinion on this point, an opinion formed on
great deliberation '.

^'In the case of Bernasconi v. Farebrother, 3
B. & Ad. 372, 23 E. C. L. 100, (1832) Lord Ten-
terden, for the court, said:

'We have considered also whether we could
limit the inquiry upon the new trial to one
point. Li Hutchinson v. Piper, 4 Taunt. 555,
Gibbs, J., lays it down that, in certain cases of
which he gives instances, a new trial may be
restrained to one point'.

''The practice is now firmly fixed in that jur-
isdiction. Baxter v. Nurse, 6 M. & G. 93o, 46
E. C. L. 935; Stroud v. Stroud, 7 M. & G. 417,
49 E. C. L. 417.

The same practice prevails in a large number
of the American jurisdictions, as may be seen
by a reference to the annotation of the case of
Smith V. Whittlesey, 79 Conn. 189, 63 Atl. 1085,
7 Ann. Cas. at page 116; and see Simmons v.
Fish, 210 I\Lass. 563, 97 N. E. 102, Ann. Cas.
1912D, 588.

A statement of the rule in succinct terms is

to be found in 2 R. C. L., 287, sec. 241

:

'Probably from a desire to eliminate unnec-
essary litigation, and the exercise of the discre-
tion with which the appellate court is invested
with respect to the granting of new trials, it is

undoubtedly the present general rule, in re-
manding a cause for a new trial, either bv a
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court or a juiy, when error exists as to only one
or more issues, and the judgment in other re-

spects is free from error, to limit the new trial

to the issues affected by the error. This rule

permitting the appellate court to limit the

issues has been held applicable in actions soimd-
ing in damages \Yhen the error affects only the

assessment of damages, and the new trial has
been limited to that question alone.'

''An early American case was that of Winn
V. Columbian Ins. Co., 12 Pick. (Mass.) 279,

where Chief Justice Shaw reasons that there

are many cases so situated that it would be
highly proper to grant a new trial as to a par-

ticular point, or for the purpose of correcting

a particular error or mistake, and that this is

analogous to the case of judgments, awards, and
other legal proceedings, good in part and bad
in part, when the court will, if the position of

the case will admit of it, preserve that which
is good and correct that which is erroneous.

In our opinion, the practice thus so abun-
dantly sustained by the authorities should also,

from the star.dpoint of policy, be adopted in

this state. If it is to the interest of the state

that there be an end to litigation, the courts

should not be slow to adopt this rule that looks

to the preventing of further contest on phases
of litigation or issues already well settled, the

saving to litigants the costs incident to the re-

litigation of such matters, and to the courts the

time unnecessarily consumed therein."

Perkins v. Brown, 117 S. W. (Tenn.) 1158,

1160.

We have, therefore, the authority of Federal

Courts of Appeal, of the Supreme Court of Cali-

fornia, of the highest courts in numerous other

states, all holding that a new trial may be confined
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to one issue. It will be noted that many of the fore-

going cases were actions to recover damages for

negligence where the element of damage is more

closely interwoven with the facts constituting lia-

bilit.y than is true of the case at bar where the net

value of ore extracted is a matter of mathematical

calculation, in no wise dependent upon, interwoven

with, or related to the issue of ownership of the

vein.

The only answer opposing counsel urge to this

overwhelming line of authority upholding the com-

mon sense doctrine that where the only error in

the verdict lies in the amount of recovery, that a

new trial on this feature alone satisfies every re-

quirement of justice and reason, is the far fetched

contention that in the case at bar the jury failed

to fix an exact sum by their verdict and that the

verdict was not complete in itself as to the amount.

We have already cited authority to establish the

fact that this failure to assess a specific sum' may in

many cases be cured by resort to the record or

pleadings or prior stipulations as to the amount, etc.

The same might have been done in the case at bar,

in our opinion. However, be that as it may, the

whole intent of the law and the rationale imder-

lying the subject is, in some just and satisfactory

way, to supply the deficiency mthout compelling

the parties at great labor, expense and consumption

of time to travel over the whole ground again. Why
should not this fundamental principle underlying

this salutary rule, of retrial on one issue alone.
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where the issues are separable and the error is con-

fined to a single issue, be just as applicable to the

case at bar? What possible distinction is there on

principle or in plain common sense between the two

cases as far as defendant is concerned? Opposing

counsel cannot advance a single reason against the

justness of the rule nor can they logically explain

why it should not be equally applicable to both situ-

ations. A purely technical quibble is the sole argu-

ment urged by defendant against applying an emi-

nently just and fair doctrine to this case, which,

from every angle, most clearly and emphatically

comes within the scope of the rule.

THE ISSUES OF OWNERSHIP OF VEIJf AND AMOUNT OF

DAMAGES ARE SEVERABLE AND DISTINCT.

As already pointed out, these issues are as sepa-

rate and distinct as it is possible for issues to be.

It is difficult to conceive of a case with issues less

related and less dependent on each other. The own-

ership of the vein, depending as it did upon the

issues of fact of apex position, continuity and iden-

tity of vein exposures, had absolutely nothing to do

with proof of the amount and value of ore ex-

tracted.

On this point the court below said:

''All testimony offered at the trial related to

the title or ownership of the vein under the
extralateral right statute, aside from a brief

statement furiushed by each of the parties
showing the amount of gold extracted from the
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vein and the cost of mining, transporting and
reducing the ore. The charge of the court on
the question of title or ownership was not ex-

cepted to by either party, and there is no claim
of error in that regard at this time" (Tran-
script pp. 57-58).

" * * * This case in my opinion, peculiarly

calls for the exercise of the discretion of the

court in aw^arding a new trial as to the single

issue only. It was through mere inadvertence

on the part of the jury that the case was not
finally and forever disposed of at the last trial.

There tvas at 7W time a substantial controversy
over the amount of the recovery * * * " (Tran-
script p. 63).

It is a well knowni fact that in the trial of extra-

lateral cases W'here the question of damages is in-

volved, it is the almost invariable rule that the

determination of the amount of damage is ascer-

tained as a separate and distinct item from the

determination of the ownership of the vein and is

frequently referred to a referee or master for such

calculation.

But opposing counsel urge (pp. 31-32 of their

brief) that whether the trespass was wilful or not

might be interwoven with and depend upon the

question of OAvnership of the vein. In view of the

fact that the first jury found the trespass to be

*'unwilful" and the amount of damages as agreed

upon by both parties and found by the second jury

to be the net value of the ore extracted was calcu-

lated on the basis of an innocent trespass, it is diffi-

cult to perceive wherein defendant is injured. If

plaintiff below- had insisted that the second jury
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determine whether the trespass were wilful or not,

there might be some basis for this objection, but in

the absence of any such attempt to have a higher

rate of damage assessed, defendant is in no position

to complain. Defendant had the benefit of the

smallest possible verdict that could under any con-

ceivable circumstances have been rendered against

it, and the recovery of such a low figure was con-

sented to by plaintiff in order to avoid the possi-

bility of any further errors being urged by defend-

ant. It is rather interesting to have defendant

claim that it was prejudiced by the possibility of

an error which never existed.

THE DECREE OF THE COURT BELOW ON THE QUESTION

OF OWNERSHIP IS RES ADJUDICATA.

But there is another and more potent reason

why this case cannot be sent back for a retrial of

all of the issues as urged by opposing counsel. On
October 6, 1919, this court in appeal No. 3190

affirmed the decree of the trial court which deter-

mined that plaintiff below v^as the owner of the

extralateral segment of vein here involved. That

determination cannot now be set aside and the issue

of ownership retried by a jury, this question having

been finally resolved in favor of plaintiff below. If

this case were to be sent back for a retrial, all that

could be retried would be the issue of amount of

damages and, as we have hereinbefore noted, de-

fendant has already been aw^arded a retrial on this
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issue. Ill fact, tlic amount of recovery was arrived

at by agreement of the parties (pp. 101-103 Tran-

script) and was natui-ally made as favorable to

defendant as the circumstances could possibly war-

rant, otherwispdefendant would never have con-

ceded that tfeSi4»3am could prove the net value of

the ore to be $60,000.

THE AMENDMENT TO THE COMPLAINT, BY INSERTING THE

CORRECT VALUE OF THE ORE TAKEN BY DEFENDANT, WAS

PROPER.

Opposing counsel urge that the court erred in

allowing the plaintiff below to amend its complaint

so as to allege correct!}^ the gross value of the ore

that had been unlawfully taken by defendant. It

will be noted that defendant conceded that this

was the correct amount (Transcript p. 102).

The power of the court to allow amendments at

any stage of the proceedings is discretionary. Sec-

tion 954 of the Eevised Statutes provides that the

court "may at any time permit either of the parties

to amend any defect in the * * * pleadings. * * * "

"The right exists quite independently of any
state statute, and may be exercised at any
stage of the cause. * * * "

Bowden v. Burnham, 59 Fed. 752, 755, and

cases cited.

"Allowing amendments is incidental to the

exercise of all judicial power, and is indispens-

able to the ends of justice. Usually, to permit
or refuse, rests in the discretion of the court;
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and the result in either case is not assignable

for error."

Tilton V. Cofield, 93 U. S. 163, 166.

" * * * Amendments ma}^, in the sound dis-

cretion of the court, upon a new trial, be per-

mitted. * * * "

United States v. Hawkins, 10 Peters 125, 131.

Even after verdict and judgment a party may

amend in the discretion of the trial court and if a

state statute ''forbade such an amendment, the law

of the United States must govern".

Mexican Central By. v. Duthie, 189 U. S. 76,

78.

It will also be noted that the complaint as orig-

inally filed contained the allegation that the value

of the ores wrongfully extracted was ^'in excess of

the sum of one hundred thousand ($100,000) dol-

lars", and that the plaintiff had suffered damage in

the sum of $100,000 (p. 6 Transcript). In view of

the fact that the verdict was only for $60,000 it is

difficult to see wherein defendant has been injured.

AN ORDER DENTING A MOTION FOR A NEW TRIAL IS NOT

REVIEWABLE ON WRIT OF ERROR.

In total disregard of the well established law on

the subject, opposing counsel have attempted to

bring before this court on writ of error the matters

passed upon by the court below in denying its mo-

tion for a new trial.
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Its so-called "Bill of Exceptions Number Four"

found at pp. 113-174 of the transcript and on which

the argument found in its brief at pp. 38-61 is based

is solely concerned with this motion for a new trial

and order denying the same.

It will be noted that plaintiff consistently and re-

peatedly reserved its objections to this bill of excep-

tions on the ground that ''the ruling on a motion for

a new trial is not subject to review on writ of error'*

(pp. 173, 185 transcript).

That this is the invariable rule in the federal

courts see the following authorities:

"This bill of exceptions has been framed and
allowed in disregard of the settled rules of law
upon the subject. * * * the overruling of

the motion for a new trial is not the subject of

an exception."

''Hanna v. Mam, 122 U. S. 24, 26;

Erie R. R. Co. v. Winter, 143 U. S. 60, 75.

"The overruling of a motion for a new trial

in the Court below cannot he assigned for error

and no authorities need be cited in support of

the proposition."

Van Stone v. Stillwell Mfg. Co., 142 U. S.

128, 134.

"The overruling of the motion for new trial

is next assigned for error. We had supposed
that it was well understood by the bar that the

refusal of a court of the United States to grant

a new trial cannot be reviewed upon writ of

error.
'

'

Blitz V. U. S., 153 U. S. 308, 312.
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Newconih v. Wood, 97 U. S. 581, 583-4;

Holmgren v. U. S., 217 U. S. 509, 521;

Erie R. R. Co. v. Winter, 143 U. S. 69, 75;

Arkansas Cattle Co. v. Mann, 130 U. S. 69, 75

;

Railroad Co v. Fraloff, 100 U. S. 24, 31;

Spokane R. Co. v. Camphell, 217 Fed. 518,

525, (9th C. C. A.)
;

Smith V. U. S., 231 Fed. 25, 31-33 (9tli C. C.

A.);

Chambers v. U. S., 237 Fed. 513, 521

;

Totve V. U. S., 238 Fed. 557, 558.

"The motion for a new trial having been
denied, this court is not at liberty to review
the matter. The law is so well established that

the action of the trial court in refusing a new
trial cannot be reviewed in this court on writ of

error that no citation of the authorities is neces-

sary.

The cases of Mattox v. United States, 146 U.
S. 140 and McDonald v. Pless, 238 U. S. 264 do
not assert a contrary doctrine. * * * The
two cases referred to simply show that the action

of the trial judge in admitting or excluding
affidavits presented in connection with a motion
for a new trial may be considered on writ of

error. But that is a very different matter from
reviewing the dicretion of the trial judge in

granting or refusing a new trial. In the case

at bar the affidavits were not excluded.^'

Linn v. United States, 251 Fed. 476, 478-9.

"An order of court granting or overruling a
motion for a new trial is not reviewable on writ
of error.

The reason is that the granting or denying of

a motion for a new trial rests wholly in the dis-

cretion of the Court to which the motion is ad-

dressed. The Federal Courts are not required
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by the coiiforiiiity act to follow the state prac-
tice with reference to granting new trials. The
ruling of the trial court being the exercise of
discretionary power only, is not subject to re-

vision by an appellate court. * * * If a
motion for a now trial is overruled a writ of
error will lie to the fir.al judgment in the case,

but the appellate court will not then consider an
error assigned to the aetion of tlie court over-

ruling a motion for neiv trial/'

§ 56 Loveland-Appellate Junsdiction of the

Federal Courts.

THE "JVEWLY DISCOVERED EVIDENCE" FURNISHES ABSOLUTE
PROOF THAT DEFENDANT'S THEORY IS BASELESS.

Were it not that defendant has heretofore given

abundant evidence of resorting to every technical

device in its attempt to further prolong this litiga-

tion, counsel for plaintiif would have been genuinely

surprised if defendant had a legal right to do so,

that defendant should take up the time of this court

with a discussion of facts which have acted as a

boomerang and utterly destroyed every vestage of

defendant's numerous and changing theories. Coun-

sel for plaintiff would not ^Dresume to impose on this

court bj^ arguing these matters presented by this

alleged ^'nevvly discovered evidence" were it not

that a failure to do so would undoubtedly be urged

by our opponents as an indication of our inability

to successfullv answer their contentions.

THREE OUTSTANDING FACTS TO BE KEPT IN MIND.

In considering the situation presented by de-

fendant's fourth bill of exceptions based on newly
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discovered evidence it is of vital importance that the

following facts should be kept in mind:

1. That defendant's entire argument is based

upon a situation existing in territory that is from

five hundred to one thousand feet distant from the

nearest portion of the ground here in controversy.

2. That the facts disclosed in this remote region

and which are presented on affidavits filed on the

motion for a new trial below, absolutely destroy

defendant's contention that the Sixteen to One and

Tightner veins are two distinct veins, and on the

contrary they are demonstrated to be one and the

same.

3. The model which defendant seeks to have

considered in connection with this bill of exceptions

is not a correct representation of the facts. If this

model were correctd so as to show the true relation

between the workings there erroneously repre-

sented, it would conclusively dem.onstrate that the

Tightner and Sixteen to One vein exposures were

parts of one and the same vein.

0>LY REMOTE FACTS DEALT WITH BY DEFENDAIfT.

It will be rioted that defendant keeps urging the

importance of facts remote from the territory in

issue. Instead of discussing the facts existing in

the territory in controversy, the attempt is continu-

ally made to divert the court's attention to a situa-

tion existing several hundred feet to the north where

the ground is broken up by profound faulting.
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Even if the facts disclosed at this remote place

were as defendant claims, they could not by any

possibility overcome the positive and overwhelming

evidence on the vital issue of vein identity which

appears in the ground actually in litigation. As a

matter of fact, the situation disclosed in these re-

mote workings as evidenced by this alleged newly

discovered evidence distinctly and positively cor-

roborates plaintiff's claim of vein identity so that

even in these remote workings this question is for-

ever set at rest.

LATEST DEVELOPMENTS STILL FURTHER ESTABLISH THE
CORRECTNESS OF PLAINTIFF'S CASE.

We are not going to consume the time of this

court by pointing out the innumerable inconsisten-

cies that exist in the testimony of defendant's wit-

nesses or to again discuss their repeated switching

from one theory to another as each in turn was
demonstrated to be erroneous, which has charac-

terized the defense. But we do deem it vital to call

the court's attention to one of the most remarkable

evidences of the fact that defendant's contention as

to vein occurrence is totally without foundation

and yet it is still being urged upon this court as if

it were true,

Frank L. Sizer, in his first affidavit, dated Sep-

tember 21, 1918, referring to the model filed with

said affidavit stated:

''That the actual and exact relative position

of the Eastern or Tightner vein (which is the
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Twenty-one vein) and the Western or Sixteen

to One vein, is represented by said model" * * *

(Transcript p. 127).

And that the recent work in Lawson Raise and

Tightner No. 5 and 6 levels demonstrates

"the impossibility of correlation of the Six-

teen to One vein exposed in the No. 2 tunnel,

with the Eastern, Tightner or Twenty-one vein

below the fault"

because the upper segment of Tightner vein dis-

closed in the Law^son Raise and No. 5 Tightner

level is 58 feet higher in elevation than the No. 2

timnel and that, therefore, as far as these two veins

are concerned it is ''a correlation now proven to be

a physical impossibility" (Transcript p. 130).

And in his reply affidavit of October 24, 1918, said

Sizer states that on October 10th and 11th he in-

spected the workings and that the fact of the vein

followed in the No. 6 Tightner level,

'^overlying as it does the No. 2 tunnel of the

Sixteen to One mine by more than 50 ft. and
both dipping easterly at about the same angle",

etc. * * * "is in this affiant's opinion con-

clusive demonstration that no physical, direct

connection can be shown to exist between the

Tightner vein which is a large vein as now ex-

posed above the fault and the insignificant

stringer of a few inches of quartz followed and
developed by the No. 2 tunnel" (Transcript p.

158).

Now, it is interesting to note that W. W. Kallen-

berger, surveyor for the plaintiff, in conjunction

with the Tightner surveyor, made a joint survey
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of this portion of the Sixteen to One and Tightner

workings and that they completed this survey on

the afternoon of October 11th, 1918, the very day

that said Sizer finished his examination of the mine.

Kallenberger states in his counter-affidavit, filed

by plaintiff, that this survey established the fact

that the Tightner mine workings with relation to

the northerly end of the Sixteen to One tunnel

should be moved "some twelve feet to the west and

about the same distance to the north" and the rela-

tive elevation "decreased a distance of some eight

and one-half (81/^) feet to show the true relation of

these workings", etc. and a plat and cross-section

of these workings is attached to his affidavit (Trans-

script pp. 150-153).

An examination of this plat establishes that the

deductions of defendant's affidavits above quoted

are based upon totally erroneous premises and that

as a matter of fact the vein found in the No. 2 tun-

nel at a point about 40 or 50 feet south of the face

of the tunnel where the vein is cut by a fault as

established by all of plaintiff's counter-affida\dts,

is unquestionably the same vein as that appearing

in the Lawson drift or Tightner No. 6 South drift

lying above and immediately to the west. The

difference in elevation between the two workings is

only a little over 40 feet and the horizontal dis-

tance about 30 feet and both vein exposures "dip-

ping easterly at about the same angle" to quote Mr.

Sizer.
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So that instead of this new work demonstrating

that the vein exposures found in the No. 2 timnel

and the Tightner workings immediately above and

to the west being two different veins, it has dem-

onstrated that they are parts of one and the same

vein. The far-reaching effect of this recent dis-

closure becomes manifest w^hen we apply it to de-

fendant's contentions. Defendant has contended

that the vein found above the fault in the Sixteen

to One shaft and the Bradbury raise and which

they call the Sixteen to One or Western Vein is

a different vein from that existing below the fault

which they are pleased to term the Twenty One,

Tightner or Eastern vein. In the Tightner terri-

tory to the north their witnesses have stated posi-

tively that it is the Tightner or Eastern vein that

is disclosed both above and below the much more

complex and profound faulting found there in the

main Tightner workings. They have emphatically

disclaimed an}^ such possibility as that the vein

found in the Sixteen to One No. 2 tunnel above the

fault had any connection with the Tightner vein

also found above the fault. Their affidavits quoted

hereinabove establish this and a vast amount of

their testimony could be cited if it were worth

taking up the time of the court to do so.

But this latest development brought these Sixteen

to One w^orkings extending to the north and Tight-

ner w^orkings extending to the south in close prox-

imity and it appears that instead of being two dif-

ferent veins they are one and the same.
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THE MODEL FILED WITH SIZER'S AFFIDAVIT IS AN ERROy.

EOUS REPRESENTATION OF THE FACTS AND IS BASED

ON ERRONEOUS SURVEYS.

Defendant has filed a large wooden model in con-

junction with the first affidavit of Frank L. Sizer.

This model only represents a small portion of the

Tightner workings about 500 or 600 feet north and

distant from the nearest portion of the territory

in controversy. The model is based on the errone-

ous survey referred to hereinbefore and if corrected

to show the true relative position between the north-

erly end of the No. 2 tunnel and the southerly exten-

sion of the Tightner drifts and the vein exposures

occurring therein would establish beyond a doubt

that the vein exposed in these workings was one and

the same vein.

THE AMOUNT OF THROW OF THE FAULT IN THE LATVSON

RAISE SECTION ESTABLISHES A DDIINISHING INSTEAD

OF AN INCREASING THROW TO THE SOUTH.

It is often true, that when a party has a particu-

larly weak case, the argument, if it can be called

argument advanced by counsel consists of an attack

on and criticism of important witnesses. The brief

filed by counsel for defendant is typical in tliis

respect. Instead of dealing with the real merits of

the case at bar and discussing features found in

the territory in dispute and attempting to point out

alleged errors in testimony directed to such facts,

counsel take us far afield and confine their entire

brief as far as the facts of the case are concerned
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to x^ointiiig out alleged ii •consistencies in testimony

of some of plaintiff's witnesses directed to territory

several hundred feet removed from the ground in

controversy. It makes not one particle of differ-

ence whether or not Piof. Lawson and plaintiff's

other witnesses were mistaken as to the exact

amount of faulting found in the region of the Law-

son raise. At the time of the trial it is a fact that

there was a fault exposed there having a throw of

some 39 feet and Prof. Lawson was absolutely cor-

rect and justified in correlating this with the fault

exposed in the Bradbury raise and in testifying to

this amount of throw and also to the effect that the

vein exposed in the top of the then Searls raise was

a segment of a vein intact. Prof. Tolman had testi-

fied that it was only a "drag block" (Transcript in

Appeal No. 3190 p. 739). It turned out to be in

place arid to have some 60 feet of length on the dip

between faults and if defendant is still pleased to

call such an exposure a ''drag block", we will not

quibble over proper nomenclature, but merely regis-

ter our dissent to any such use of terms.

Subsequent development disclosed another fault

cutting this vein at a higher elevation, and there

is no quarrel with counsel over this fact. But the

main fact remains that these disclosures destroy

defendant's testimony given 'by all of their experts

at the trial of the case, that the throtv of the fault

increased to the south till it attained a. magnitude

of several hundred feet in the section of the Sixteen

to One shaft. This tvas the corner stone of their
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defense, for it ivas oidij by allcginy a stupendous

throiv, that they coidd get rid of the inconvenient

faidted vein segment on the other side of the fmdt,

which was noivhere to be found. They now admit

a diminishing throw to the south (Sizcr reply affi-

davit, Transcript p. 157). Wlien they once concede

the possibility that the data is insufficient to deter-

mine wliether the throw increases or decreases as

the fault continues southerly, they have admitted

the absolute failure of their whole case. They over-

look the important fact that the basis of their main

defense, viz: their contention of an increasing throw

to the south, was founded solely on the alleged evi-

dence of an increasing throw southerly as disclosed

in these very Tightner workings. This was the only

scrap of e\ddence on the subject that they had as an

examination of the testimony in the case will indi-

cate. The fact turns out to be otherwise, as demon-

strated by these recent disclosures, and their whole

argument based on this evidence is necessarily

anihilated, for it has nothing left to stand on.

OUTCROP OF TWO VEINS IN MOUTH OF TWENTY ONE TUNNEL.

Defendant throughout the trial of this case

showed a great anxiety to get away from the terri-

tory in actual dispute and was continually inject-

ing conditions found either way over in the Tight-

ner mine 1000 feet to the north or way down in

the Twenty Or-e tunnel near its mouth 1000 feet

to the south. On pages 60 and 61 of defendant's
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brief this cropping of two veins in that vicinity is

mentioned. An examination of the model (Plain-

tiff's Exhibit 2) vail in.dicate that if this tunnel

driven on this west vein be continued much further

on its course it will ineA'itably intersect the vein in

the east drift long before it reaches the vicinity of

the Sixteen to One ground. As a matter of fact, the

vein in this tunnel at its face has practically perished,

and there is nothing left but a talc filling (Record

in Appeal Xo. 3190, Uren p. 765, Sizer 530, A. W..

Lawson p. 802). Professor Lawson visited this ex-

posure just before the equity depositions were taken

and testified:

"The vein peters out. There is not a trace of
quartz in the face, not a speck, there is not a
particle of quartz in the face" (Lawson p. 839).

They also all admitted that the fissure was nearly

vertical. This di^ift at its face does not swing away

from the Twenty One tunnel as opposing counsel

urge. Prof. Lawson who saw it in its completed

condition testifies that there is only:

'*A slight deviation
;
you can stand away back

and see the lights of the candles at the face;

there is a slight cui'vature. but it is not very
much" (p. 840).

The injection of this vein occurrence, practically

1000 feet away from the territory in controversy, is

obviously for the purpose of distracting the atten-

tion of the court from the real merits of the con-

troversy in issue; for though defendants have had

months and even years, in which to develop this vein

exposure and also its outcrop and connect it up with
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the Sixteen to One vein, they have utterly failed to

carry on this work. The only conclusion that can

be reached is that they did not have sufficient faith

in their own theory to take the risk of demonstrat-

ing that the Sixteen to One vein and their west vein

at the mouth of the Twenty One tunnel have any

relation to each other.

We feel certain that this court will not be in-

fluenced by this latest attempt to ''muddy the

waters" and cast doubt on a decision that has been

repeatedly reaffirmed, especially when the alleged

''newly discovered evidence" disclosed by develop-

ments which were carried on with a tenacity and

stubbormiess which defendant's case has never

merited, has resulted in reinforcing the correctness

of the decision in plaintiff's favor with additional

powerful evidence.

Dated, San Francisco,

October 20, 1919.

Respectfully submitted,

Wm. E. Colby,

JoHx S. Partridge,

Grant H. Smith,

Carroll Searls,

Attorneys for Defendant in Error.




